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A little history for this MAsT Store news bulletin is necessary.

Many years ago, MAsT use to have its rocker produced by a lifestyle member from the southwest.  

When you would order a rocker because of the nature of the business that our vendor had, they would 

produce extras as the machines they were using were generally used to produce 10,000s of rocker each 

day of the same type for their other clients. 

Producing one rocker, which was not unusual for us to request, was frankly ridiculous for their 

production capability, but they did it because of their personal relationship with MAsT and the 

individuals they were in contact within our organization.

If they needed just one rocker for our order, they might run it on a machine with 15 heads and the other

14 would just go in a box to be used later.  

Well, you may have guessed it, by the next time they needed to run the same rocker again, maybe a 

year later, they couldn’t take the time to find the old rockers that they had stashed away, so they did the

same thing all over again.

In cleaning out old inventory they, through a third party came across this stash of inventory and it has 

made it into our hands.

The board has decided to sell these rockers for ½ of the normal rocker cost until this inventory has been 

depleted or till January 31, 2020 whichever comes first.

This is your opportunity to do what you have always wanted to do, but either because of cost, or the 

anticipated delay of past delivery times, have been reluctant to pull the trigger on. 

By giving over 2 months this should give you time to have a discussion with your chapter members 

either at your normal monthly meetings or by special notice, about how cool it would be to have 

personal chapter swag and wear your chapter pride while promoting the MAsT International 

Organization.

Attached is a list of the chapters and the numbers we have available of each size rocker.

Don’t see your chapter name?  

Yes, for sure there are a number of chapters that we do not have inventory for, so, no we can not make 

the same deal for you. Either you did not ever order rockers, there was no excess inventory, or the 

inventory was lost. That said, we would remind you that delivery of rockers is now down from months 

which use to be the case, to about 2 weeks, so the time frame to get product has been greatly reduced.

To take advantage of this sale please contact me directly at wmmericle@aol.com  as it would be difficult 

to post this offering to the store’s web page on the MAsT site because of the potential for ordering and 

pricing errors between the sale inventory and the regular inventory.  
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If you want to place an order, we will take the order in an email from you and then through the MAsT 

International Website send you a PayPal invoice for the product you ordered. 

If you want more than what we have in stock of this excess inventory we will sell you what we have at 

the discounted price, but all additional product will have to be billed at the store’s normal prices.

We hope this will help make it possible for more chapters to proudly identify with both your own 

chapter and the International Organization.

If you have any questions, please contact me at either wmmericle@aol.com or call me at 513-658-5767.

Have a great day

Master Bill

MAsT Marketing Director
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